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Agenda

 Introducing myself
 Background to the research
 Insights from case studies
 Research model
 Methods
 Findings and conclusions
 Recommendations
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10 secrets to winning with Analytics
 Create a Plan

• Use business discovery to spotlight data quality 
issues

• Team up with a designer
• Learn through play & through doing 
• Sell it!
• Find a champion 
• Build a Cross Functional Team 
• Have dual processes
• Tip the Balance Away from Reports 
• Turn your data into a profit center

 Common Success Models
• if only life were that simple!
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We have all seen a number of help books and strategies for succeeding with this technology or that technology.Interestingly, all of them sound very similar.My belief is that those approaches have as much chance of creating value from analytics as installing an exercise machine in my living room is going to increase my fitness levels.There is no rational reason why I should not be doing regular exercise now that I have unlimited access to exercise equipment. Sadly, I don’t.And, from conversations I have had with many people, this is a common experience.Some of the complexities that prevent us from deriving value from our investment in exercise equipment or gym memberships also prevail in the organizational contextThe challenge for us is to understand some of those complexities. And that is what this research is focused on.



Realizing Value from Investments in 
Business Analytics Platforms

 Study conducted for SAS, a leading global 
vendor of analytics 
• http://blogs.sas.com/content/sascom/2016/10/0

6/achieving-analytics-roi-path-success/
 Anand, A., Sharma, R., & Coltman, T. 

(2016). “Four Steps to Realizing Business 
Value from Digital Data Streams.” MIS 
Quarterly Executive, 15(4).
• http://ro.uow.edu.au/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article

=2013&context=buspapers
 Anand, Sharma, Coltman (2016), “Realizing 

Value from …”, ICIS, Dublin.
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Key Issue

What do organizations need to do 
in order to create business value 

out of their investments in Business 
Analytics platforms?
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Key Insights from Line Managers
 “We’ve got the money to build the model, but not 

to … actually getting it into production”
 “You can’t always go and look for money 

because that takes time and effort”
 “You wouldn’t be able to get very much done if 

it takes you … months to get money”
 “we poured 70 to 80 million [on infrastructure] … 

followed by a lot of investment … [in 
applications]”

What happens to the insight after it is generated is 
the most critical issue for value creation!
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Two-Stage Investment Process
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Differences between the two stages
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Infrastructure stage Innovation stage
Centralized planning Diffused exploitation
Run by technical 
management

Initiatives by line managers

Lengthy execution Short-term
One time major investment Small investments, multiple 

independent projects

Ex-ante planning Post-hoc situated actions
Success rests on good 
technical design, tight 
execution, effective project 
management

Success rests on 
entrepreneurial actions of 
line managers

Vendor makes money Client makes money
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Value Creation with BA
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Implications of the Two-Stage Process

 Resourcing insights is the key issue
 How does an organization’s resource 

allocation process affect value creation?
 What aspects of the resource allocation 

process are important?
 How does the resource allocation process 

influence the effect of other critical 
success factors?
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So how does it prompt us to think differently about creating value from our investments in analytics?How does it change our thinking on how we create value from analytics?Availability of innovation capital is a critical success factor.



Key Role of RA Processes

 Resources needed to monetize insights
• Financial, technical, human

 Capital budgeting processes
• Structured processes
• Formalized, centralized
• Innovation capital and infrastructure capital
• Not geared for fast paced innovation, start-up 

culture
 Agile RAP

• Low centralization, low formalization
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RA Processes and Innovation

 RA Processes generally formalized
• Formal rules and procedures for requesting 

resources
• Greater formalization  lesser experimentation
• Greater formalization  lesser problem solving 

efforts
• Greater formalization  lesser search for new 

opportunities
 RA Processes generally centralized

• Top management discretion
• Greater centralization  lesser resourcing of 

innovative ideas
 Agile RAP  higher innovation, performance

• More value creation from investments in analytics
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Role of Maturity of Analytics Platform

 Maturity needs investment
 Key platform capabilities

• Data management, systems integration, 
reporting and visualization, and predictive 
discovery

• Reporting, analysis, discovery, prescription
 User capabilities

• Analytics team, competency centres, line 
management

 More maturity  more insights  more 
innovation  higher performance
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Role of Top Management Support

 Commitment to data driven innovation
• Active personal involvement, communication, 

resources
 Key signal for line managers

• Legitimizes search for analytics-based 
innovations

 Encourages line managers to take calculated 
risks on new analytics-based innovations

 Higher top management support  more 
innovation higher performance
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That’s all well and good.The key question that we look at is whether all CSFs operate independently in creating value,ORwhether they work together jointly in some way?In particular, does Agility of RAP have an independent effect on value, or does it have an effect on value in conjunction with other CSFs?



Key Question for Managers
What do we need to do in the second 

stage to create business value?
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Method

 Survey of line managers
• Australia and NZ
• IT managers excluded

 Model development
• Other variables that might affect tests of 

hypotheses
• level of engagement of analytics team with 

line management
• efforts by line managers to acquire and 

exploit insights
• firm size, analytics budget, …
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Survey Development

 Literature review
• definitions, measurement, theory

 Reviewed by three IT managers
 Pre-tested with four additional IT 

managers
 Pilot-tested two versions of web-based 

survey
 Administered jointly with SAS
 Online survey

• Dec 2014 to March 2015, n = 72
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We developed the survey instrument following rigorous academic standards.The survey instrument was validated through relevant diagnostics tests.Instrument reviewed by three IT managers to access the face/content validity, to identify items that may be ambiguous or unfamiliar to practitioners and refined them following their suggestion.The instrument was pilot tested in two separate web-based surveys to examine the instrument (e.g., clarity, length, structure) using two different presentation samples to analyze the feasibility of the web based survey for any potential technical glitches (e.g., spams filters, mail server filtering) and methodological concerns (e.g., anonymity issues). The pilot tests also provided an initial assessment of the measurement properties of the scales.Do you want to inform them that we are looking for additional survey data ?



Construct Definitions & Measurement

 Agility of RAP
• the extent to which managers can 

expeditiously obtain innovation capital to 
resource competitive actions

• I can make my own decisions to allocate 
resources on business analytics projects

• In my organization, there are established 
rules and procedures for allocating resources 
for business analytics projects
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(brief definitions and example items for the key constructs, mention that performance was validated using annual report data)ARAP: The extent to which managers can expeditiously obtain innovation capital to resource competitive actions.(Data Driven) TMS: The extent to which top management undertakes actions to support the use of business analytics by business managers to acquire and exploit insights.BAM: The extent to which organizations have implemented and adopted business analytics tools and packages.Organizational Value: The extent to which organizations are able to benefit from investments in business analytics platforms.Example Items:RAP1. I can make my own decisions to allocate resources on business analytics projectsRAP1. In my organization, there are established rules and procedures for allocating resources for business analytics projects TMS1(RS). In the last one year, my manager has committed substantial resources (time/personnel/financial) to business analytics projectsTMS6(VS). My manager has clearly explained to my unit the strategic value of investing in business analytics



Construct Definitions & Measurement

 Business analytics maturity
• the extent to which organizations have 

implemented BA tools and capabilities
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(brief definitions and example items for the key constructs, mention that performance was validated using annual report data)ARAP: The extent to which managers can expeditiously obtain innovation capital to resource competitive actions.(Data Driven) TMS: The extent to which top management undertakes actions to support the use of business analytics by business managers to acquire and exploit insights.BAM: The extent to which organizations have implemented and adopted business analytics tools and packages.Organizational Value: The extent to which organizations are able to benefit from investments in business analytics platforms.Example Items:RAP1. I can make my own decisions to allocate resources on business analytics projectsRAP1. In my organization, there are established rules and procedures for allocating resources for business analytics projects TMS1(RS). In the last one year, my manager has committed substantial resources (time/personnel/financial) to business analytics projectsTMS6(VS). My manager has clearly explained to my unit the strategic value of investing in business analytics



BA Maturity Levels
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Construct Definitions & Measurement

 Top management support
• the extent to which TM undertakes actions to 

support the use of BA by business managers 
to acquire and exploit insights
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(brief definitions and example items for the key constructs, mention that performance was validated using annual report data)ARAP: The extent to which managers can expeditiously obtain innovation capital to resource competitive actions.(Data Driven) TMS: The extent to which top management undertakes actions to support the use of business analytics by business managers to acquire and exploit insights.BAM: The extent to which organizations have implemented and adopted business analytics tools and packages.Organizational Value: The extent to which organizations are able to benefit from investments in business analytics platforms.Example Items:RAP1. I can make my own decisions to allocate resources on business analytics projectsRAP1. In my organization, there are established rules and procedures for allocating resources for business analytics projects TMS1(RS). In the last one year, my manager has committed substantial resources (time/personnel/financial) to business analytics projectsTMS6(VS). My manager has clearly explained to my unit the strategic value of investing in business analytics



Construct Definitions & Measurement

• In the last one year, my manager has 
committed substantial resources
(time/personnel/financial) to BA projects

• In the last six months, how many meetings
did you have with your manager to discuss 
resourcing of (time/personnel/financial) to BA 
projects

• How many BA projects has your manager 
approved in the last one year

• My manager has clearly explained to my unit
the strategic value of investing in BA
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Construct Definitions & Measurement

 Organizational value
• the extent to which organizations are able to 

capture benefits from investments in 
business analytics platforms

• product innovations, operational gains, 
quality gains, financial performance gains

• self-report, validated against annual reports
• My unit has improved the quality of our 

existing products and services based on 
insights generated using BA
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(brief definitions and example items for the key constructs, mention that performance was validated using annual report data)ARAP: The extent to which managers can expeditiously obtain innovation capital to resource competitive actions.(Data Driven) TMS: The extent to which top management undertakes actions to support the use of business analytics by business managers to acquire and exploit insights.BAM: The extent to which organizations have implemented and adopted business analytics tools and packages.Organizational Value: The extent to which organizations are able to benefit from investments in business analytics platforms.Example Items:RAP1. I can make my own decisions to allocate resources on business analytics projectsRAP1. In my organization, there are established rules and procedures for allocating resources for business analytics projects TMS1(RS). In the last one year, my manager has committed substantial resources (time/personnel/financial) to business analytics projectsTMS6(VS). My manager has clearly explained to my unit the strategic value of investing in business analytics



Effect of BA Maturity on Value 
(under low agility RAP)
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Effect of BA Maturity on Value 
(under high agility RAP)
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Effect of TMS on Value 
(under low agility RAP)
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Effect of TMS on Value 
(under high agility RAP)
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Joint Effects of Agility of Resource 
Allocation Process and Other CSFs
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The sloping red line in the low performance quadrant is the results of bad bets.i.e. making resources freely available when the organization does not yet have the competencies and enabling conditions to make and execute good decisions.Under that condition, a Low Agility RAP makes a positive contribution to Performance.On the other hand, the straight red line shows the detrimental effects of a Low Agility RAP when the organization has all the capabilities for making good decisions and creating value from second-stage investments in analytics-based applications.What organizations should be doing at that stage is to gradually make their RAPs more agile to capture the value that is possible with the organizations’s potential.



What do these findings mean?

 Resource allocation processes are critical
 Agile resource allocation processes 

needed to create value from analytics
 Management of second stage needs to be 

very different from management of first 
stage
 Agile resource allocation processes under 

wrong conditions can lead to performance 
decline
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Generalizing the Effects of Control
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If I may be allowed to extrapolate from this research and try to generalize the findings, the findings suggest a more general effect.i.e. the limits of Control in managing performance.A Low Agility RAP is an instance of High Control.And that has its place in ensuring that the organization does not go down the tubes.However, beyond a point High Control becomes dysfunctional.The interesting point is whether organization’s can transition from employing Control to prevent disasters to loosening Control to capture the value creating potential of individual and organizational capabilities?I was wondering if this speaks to the audience’s experiences here.



Four-Step Sequence to Create Value

 Step 1: Top management engages with 
line managers to acquire insights
 Step 2: Line managers engage with the 

analytics team to exploit insights
 Step 3: Invest in maturity of the platform
 Step 4: Make resource allocation 

processes progressively more agile
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To come back to the topic of creating value from analytics, here is our 4-step sequence to creating value from analytics.



What do these findings mean?

 Resource allocation processes are critical
 Agile resource allocation processes 

needed to create value from analytics
 Management of second stage needs to be 

very different from management of first 
stage
 Agile resource allocation processes under 

wrong conditions can lead to performance 
decline
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